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A large body of literature exists concerning the American Negro.
Works of both editorial and scientific character are printed and circu¬
lated weekly on the American Negro, Further saturation of this timely
topic emanate from other communication media even more frequently.
Movies, television, radio, conferences, institutes, and just common
daily intercourse, are filled with varied topics endemic to Negro life
in America,
From the many aspects of Negro life in America covered by the
varied media stated above, one might assume that we have a complete
and thorough picture of Negroes in America, This, however, is not the
case. First, many of the sources portraying Negro life in America have
been more concerned with certain aspects of it than others. Topics such
as civil rights, illegitimacy, the Negro family, miscegenation, poverty,
sports, unemployment, etc., are more commonly covered in an impres¬
sionistic and sensational vein than in an objective and analytical manner.
The result is that we hear, see, and read a lot about a limited number
of topics, which are not treated frequently according to rules of
science and logic.
Research on the Negro is, therefore, limited in scope. Continuity
and breadth of research lines of emphases are minimal. Studies have not




One neglected area of research has been studies of Negroes in
professional and managerial positions. The seriousness of this neglect
should be seen against the backgrovind of the importance such talents
mean for the survival potential their development has for minority
groups, traditionally and generally. Jews, Japanese, and other minority
groups have long recognized the strategic and crucial importance the
cultivation of a professional and managerial class means to the total
group. Yet, very few studies in this area have bothered to differentiate
by the racial component. This means that little is known about Negro
1
professionals and managers. It is at this point that the author feels
her thesis might make some contribution. It will not do so by attempting
to study all Negro professionals and managers; it will not do so by
studying even all managers. Instead, the proposed study will be limited
by two salient qxialifications: (1) Negro females in Atlanta who are
(2) entrepreneurs and managers of proprietorships, partnerships, and
heads of corporations.
Statement of Problem
This is a case study of the Negro Businesswoman in Atlanta.
Twenty-six respondents were interviewed from a list of fifty-two in
June of 1967.
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Notable exceptions would involve the following works:
G. Franklin Edwards, The Negro Professional Class (Glencoe: The Free
Press, 1959); E. Franklin Frazier, Black Bourgeoise (Glencoe; The Free
Press, 1957); Floyd Himter, Community Power Structure (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1953); Harding B. Yoxing and James M.
Hvind, "Negro Entrepreneurship in Southern Economic Development", Ed. by
Melvin L« Greenhut and W. Tate Whitman (Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1964), Ch. 3; Daniel C. Thompson, The Negro
Leadership Class (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1963).
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It is commonly claimed, and backed by some evidence, that the
most important indicator of the status and power of a group is its
place in the economic structure. When the group is a minority group,
barriers, in the form of prejudice, discrimination, and segregation,
hinder and restrict economic mobility and improvement. The restriction
of job opportunities for minority groups influences the whole style of
life of individual members. The political influence of a group, its
feimily patterns, religious beliefs, educational ambitions and achieve¬
ments, even the possibilities of good health and survival, cannot be
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understood until the place of that group in the total economy is studied.
It is not the intention of this study to study all of the rami¬
fications of the above proposition. It is, however, to the effects
these barriers have had on the entrepreneurial and professional performance
of a segment of the largest minority group in America - The Negro female -
that this study addresses itself. The study proposes to furnish a
comprehensive personal, social, and economic portrait of the Negro
businesswoman in Atlanta. Along economic lines, the concern is in
uncovering and noting the types of businesses they operate; the volume
of business transactions; income characteristics; problems and conflicts
in the management of businesses as Negroes and as females - in general,
their successes, failures, satisfactions and fears in establishing and
operating a business, either because of, or in spite of, what to them
is a doubly segregated order. Along personal and social lines, the
study will be able to describe the family and occupational origins of
George E, Simpson and J, Milton Yinger, Racial and Cultural
Minorities. Third Edition (New York: Harper & Row, 1965), p, 260,
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Negro businesswomen; their geographical origins; their ages, marital
status, length of residence in Atlanta and number of children; their
educational attainment; and finally, their social affiliations and
activities, as gaviged by; religious affiliation, political affiliation,
and memberships in social clubs and the like.
Although the sample used in the study is small, the above stated
objectives and concerns of this study will not be treated exclusively
as if they were discrete. Instead, interrelationships between variables
will be specified and discussed where such is demanded by the data
gathered. For example, suppose it is found that women who have higher
educational attainment go into different types of businesses than those
with lower educational attainment. Such interrelationships will be
sought and recorded and discussed when they occur.
In a study of this nature with limited opportunities to draw
upon previous studies (because they do not exist) and with such a small
ntomber of cases, it would be hazardous to formalize refined hypotheses,
\idiich could be tested in the most empirical sense; nevertheless, it is
difficult for a researcher undertaking a given study not to have a few
propositions or orientations. With these reservations in mind, the
following general propositions are advanced, not to be taken as final
or refined, and not fully testable by this limited study; but as general
themes and orientations, tdiich this study hopes to shed some light -
however meager.
Proposition 1; That the Negro businesswomen is a member of a dotobly
disfranchised group. First, as a Negro and second as a female. In
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the first instance, she is subject to disabilities in the form of
inaccessibility to the opportunity structure and capital acquisition.
In the second instance, she is subject to discrimination and prejudice
as a female trying to compete with \^ite and Negro males for limited
resources, in addition to white and other Negro females. Under these
conditions, the researcher believes that not only are Negro females
discouraged by all segments from going into business; but, in turn are
restricted in two senses by: (1) the types of businesses into which
it is "okay” for her to engage, such as those businesses thought to be
logical extensions of the female role, and (2) the means by vdiich she
is able to embark upon a career in business. In the latter instance,
it is suggested that the female entrepreneur seldom starts a business
on her own as the original proprietor; but, is able to enter business
through inheritance and family. When Negro females enter business as
the original proprietor, it is suggested that they will be more of
the type that subscribes to the definition of "female" work.
Proposition 2i That Negro females in business, who did not receive
their businesses through inheritance, are more likely to enter business
as persons occupying managerial positions for a fixed salary for a while
before branching out into businesses of their own.
Proposition 3t That the more successful Negro female entrepreneurs
are likely to be divorced and widowed than the less successful. It is
further suggested that the more successful Negro businesswoman is one
who is older and whose business has been in operation for a longer
period of time than her less successful counterparts.
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Proposition 4; That social affiliation, as determined by group member¬
ship and activities, is higher for women who have the more successful
businesses. In other words, one of the correlates of success is greater
social affiliations. To be successful is one of the most powerful
institutional noxrms in American life, so much so that it is generally
accepted by most segments of our culture that success in life is tanta¬
mount to having been blessed. Many economists and other social scientists
1
have commented on the nature and consequences of this orientation.
Proposition 5; That Negro businesswomen tend to be highly indigenous
to the geographical location of their businesses. It is believed that
they were either born in Atlanta or have spent the oveirwhelming portion
of their lives in Atlanta. This would tend to suggest that "being
known" is very important to women who enter business. An "unfamiliar”
female is not likely to enter into, or be received into, the business
world as readily as an "unfamiliar" male, whether Negro or white. The
elements of risk and innovation, which are important ingredients of
business ventures, are differential by sex in our culture. Length of
residence, in part, helps to minimize and attenuate this effect.
Proposition 6; That Negro businesswomen who came into business through
inheritance are more likely to have attended college and were preparing
for other professional careers, or were not employed. Business for
them, therefore, is not as much a matter of choice as fostering family
continuity.
See Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and The Spirit of Capitalism.
Translated by Talcott Parson (London; George Allen & Unwsn, Ltd., 1930),
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Proposition 7; That Negro businesswomen have a smaller number of
children than other women. From this perspective, it is possible
that no children, or a small number of children, gives the business¬
woman time to devote to a business, as well as the inducement to enter
business careers, in the first place.
Proposition 8; That there are no special set of attitudes, rationaliza¬
tions and motivations characteristic of Negro businesswomen, ^ich are
qualitatively different from those for other persons in business generally.
Social and psychological factors which prompt other persons to enter
business are also true for Negro women. Incentives to be successful,
to be recognized, to satisfy one's ego demands, to be serviceable.to
the community, to profit from work, to be secure, to be mobile, etc.,
are true for Negro women if they are true for any one and vice versa.
In short, a theory which explains the psychology of business motivation
must be universal and not particularistic. Circtmistances make for
expediency in business for Negro women and men; but, not for a total
and complete change in ideology, (The means and the opportunity
structure are limited; but the goals are universal.) The capitalistic
ethic is a basic feature of entrepreneurial functions in America.
Method and Data Collection
A list of Negro female entrepreneurs and managers of proprietor¬
ships, partnerships, and corporations was obtained from the Atlanta
1
Business League, and the Economic Development Center at Atlanta
i ^
The Atlanta Business League is a chapter of the National
Business League. Its membership consists of owners of small businesses
and other professional people in the Atlanta comnunity.
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University, Records from the Atlanta Business League were composed
of only Negro businesswomen who were members of the League. Thus, it
was necessary to supplement their list with records from the Economic
Development Center and from knowledgeable citizens and informants in
the Atlanta community. Combining the records from these three sources,
a tentative list of 110 names were secured. From the list of 110, a
1
saii?>le of 52 Negro businesswomen in Atlanta was selected. This sample
was composed of a representative number of respondents, based upon types
and frequency of businesses. Where there was only one business of a
specific type, it was selected.
From the 52 Negro businesswomen, however, all could not be
interviewed. Only 26 were interviewed. The reasons for not being able
to obtain interviews were external to the researcher. Some of the
respondents refused, stating that they were too busy; others could not
be reached through repeated attempts; still others, were out of town,
or, were incapacitated.
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An interview guide was used to gather the data. For the type
of data desired and the nature of the study group in question, the
researcher and her thesis advisor felt that this was the most appropriate
research tool. The interview is particularly adapted to the type of
3
information requested by this study. It permits the in depth probing
1
See Appendix A for a list of the 52 names.
2
See Appendix B for a copy of the data gathering instrument.
3
For a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the
interview as a research tool, see Goode and Hatt, Methods in Social Research
(New York; McGraw-Hill, Inc,, 1952), pp. 184-208.
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and flexibility not customarily found in the more structured and closed-
end questions found in the questionnaire.
All of the interviews were conducted by the research, and with
the exception of one interview, within the respondents' places of business.
It should be mentioned that an additional two of the interviews were
conducted within businesses which were located in the homes of the
respondents, a catering service and a real estate business. Knowledge
of the businesses, their location, their physical structiure, and appearance,
could only have been achieved by first hand contact and inspection which
the interviews provided, A letter of introduction was provided by the
1
researcher's thesis advisor, Professor Jesse B. Blayton, Sr,
The interviews ranged in length of time from thirty minutes to
two hours. The average length of time per interview, however, was
approximately forty-five minutes.
Atlanta is the tjqje of city that provides as much an opportunity
as any other city in America to study the Negro businesswoman. Many
knowledgeable persons have seen fit to call Atlanta the educational,
culttiral, and financial capital for Negroes in the United States. In
addition, Negroes as a percent of the total population of Atlanta is
one of the highest for cities in the United States, which is about 45
2
per cent at present.
Although Atlanta may not be typical in every respect, it is
hoped that this study of her Negro businesswomen might establish a basis
for the feasibility of such a study in other areas of the United States,
as well as a model by which Negro businesswomen might be studied. It is
A copy of this letter may be found in Appendix C,
2
Atlanta Metropolitan Planning Commission,
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the hope and contention of the researcher that many of the features
and characteristics of Negro businesswomen in Atlanta are not unique
and are, in a sense, responsible to, and a reflection of, economic and
social forces confronting Negroes, in general, and Negro females, in
particular, at this juncture in history.
Review of Literature
Previously it was mentioned that studies related to the one
being conducted were almost nonexistent. Seldom has the Negro woman
been studied as a separate subject in her own right. More than not,
discussions of the Negro woman are incidentally and indirectly written
about as part of larger issues in race relations; therefore, when the
writer began this study on the Negro businesswoman, most of the relevant
materials were eiribedded in very descriptive governmental reports and
other sources where business was the concern; but, not white or Negro
women in business.
Integral to almost any discussion on Negroes in America is the
role played by the Negro female. This is not being said merely because
the female is the bearer of children. It is being said because the Negro
female developed out of necessity and circumstance, under successive
crises of transplantation from Africa, slavery, emancipation, and
migration to cities, a unique, decisive, and strategic position in the
American social order.
No one has documented more clearly and forcefully the plight
of the Negro female in America than E, Franklin Frazier. His classic
work. The Negro Family In The United States, is, in fact, a study of
11
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the multiple roles played by the Negro female. Since slavery had
the effect of destroying the Negro family, the biological tie between
mother and offspring helped to minimize the disruptive influences of
slavery and contributed to the maternal or matricentric nature of some
Negro families, a tendency which persists to the present.
In August of 1966, Ebony Magazine, realizing the importance
2
of the Negro female, issued a special issue entitled The Negro Woman,
The publisher's statement by John A, Johnson, reads, in part:
The Negro woman became the great earth mother to the South¬
land, She bore children not only for her slavemates but also
for lecherous vrtiite slave owners and young whites feeling their
first need of a woman. She also nursed the children of her
mistress, comforted them during their childhood, was their
confidante as they reached their teens and even advised
them on their choice of mates when they were ready for
marriage. They called her 'Mammy' and 'Auntie' and the
names were not taken in vain.
No one will ever be able to assess the value of the
good done nor the extent of the pain suffered by the Negro
woman during the years of slavery. And no one seems truly
to appreciate the tremendous task she has accomplished in
bringing the Negro to the position he is in today - a
minority on the threshold of finally becoming full and
equal citizens of these United States,
Because of her history, tragic though it has been, the
Negro woman is the most fascinating in the world today.
She still cleans the houses and cooks the food of Miss Anne
but she also computes the figures for planned space shots
and does cancer research in hospital laboratories. She is
still the 'Mammy' to many wealthy white woman's child but
she has also seen her own son graduated magna cum laude
from Ivy League colleges. While she is still arrested for
prostitution on Chicago's North Clark Street, she also sits
1
E, Franklin Frazier, The Negro Family In The United States
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1939).
2
"The Negro Woman", Ebony Magazine (Chicago: Johnson Publishing
Co., 1966), XXI, November 10, pp. 154.
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as ambassador representing her country abroad. She is a
cab driver, civil rights worker, maid, teacher, preacher,
doctor, cook, poet, housewife, fashion designer, and novelist.
You name it and she is it.
She has a depth of feeling and a tolerance for others
that passes all understanding and is a driving tyrant in
pushing others to success.
While the above statement is somewhat editorial, impressionistic,
and emotional, it does much to capture the significance of what being
a Negro woman has meant in American history.
Without regard to sex, many writers have tried to assess the
larger context and significance of entrepreneurship, particularly with
reference to Negroes. For example, E, Franklin Frazier, constantly
reminded Negroes of "status without content" so prevalent in the Negro
subculture. He was so convinced that his contention was correct that
2
he called Negro business "a social myth". Such negativism, though, in
part, correct, does an injustice to Negroes and fails to adequately
assess how environmental and milieu forces have operated to prevent
Negroes from becoming successful businessmen and women, A more
realistic assessment of Negro entrepreneurship, its requirements and
barriers, has been made by Harding B. Young and James M. Hund; They
contend that:
Entrepreneurship is not an economic phenomenon which
autonomously springs into being like Minerva from the
head of Zeus. Its seeds may exist in dormant condition,
but require a beneficent climate for germination and
development to full flower,"^
^Ibid.. p. 25.
2
^Frazier, Black Bourgeoise. op. cit.. Chapter 7.
Harding B, Young and James M. Hund, "Negro Entrepreneurship in
Southern Economic Development", Essays In Southern Economic Development,
Ed, by Melvin L, Greenhut and W, Tate Whitman (Chapel Hill: The Uni¬
versity of North Carolina Press, 1964), p. 114.
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These authors proceed to show how education, ’’know-how”,
restricted markets, financing, mutual trust, and communication effect
1
entrepreneurial ventures of the Negro,
The researcher conctirs with scholars and critics who contend
that Negroes are more limited in entrepreneurial requirements than
whites. She also concurs that these requirements are limited more
for Negro females than Negro males. It must also be equally stated
that though Negroes have been very restricted in manufacturing,
industry, and other production enterprises, there have been notable
incidences of business success.
Insurance companies, such as North Carolina Mutual of Durham,
North Carolina, Atlanta Life of Atlanta, Georgia, and Universal Life
of Memphis, Tennessee are creditable achievements. All of them have
assets in excess of 18 million dollars, with North Carolina Mutual
having assets in excess of 80 million dollars. Madame C, J. Walker,
a black woman of considerable ingenuity, amassed a fortune in excess
2
of a million dollars through hair preparations.
In the city where this investigation was conducted, notable
financial gains by Negroes have been made. The Atlanta Magazine, a
publication of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, states that:
Atlanta’s Negro ccxnmunity has been unusual in having
a well developed financial system of its own. The Citizens
Trust Company and Mutual Federal Savings and Loan Associa¬
tion, in banking, and the Atlanta Mortgage Brokerage Company
and Consolidated Mortgage Loan Company, in credit operations,
have given the coiranunity a solid financial base. It has
-
Ibid. , pp, 116-127.
2
Roi Ottley, Black Odyssey (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1948), pp. 241-242.
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kept Negroes frcmi relying on white owned banks for home
loans, auto loans, and other personal credit requirements.
One result is the very high incidence of home ownership
among Atlanta Negroes,^
The above is mentioned for the purpose of stating a theoretical
point. It is not the question that Negroes have not done very much in
business, but, how is it they have been able to do as much as they have
with so little to do it with and with so little help from the dominant
group. Entrepreneurial leadership should be conceptionalized more
from the perspective of how much one has done with how little there
was to do it with. In this way, we avoid the tendency to blame Negroes
for their economic position in the social structure.
Literature on women in various job contexts is very meager.
2
Where it does exist, differentiation by race is wholly inadequate.
Notable exceptions, though somewhat descriptive in value, are the
writings and reports of Jeanne L, Noble, Esther Peterson, and a report
by the United States Department of Labor on "Negro Women in the Popula-
3
tion and in the Labor Force". Most of these sources note in very lucid
^Roger Williams, "The Negro In Atlanta", The Atlanta Magazine.
June, 1966, p, 27,
2
For example, little differentiation by race exist in the following
works: Margaret Cussler, The Woman Executive (New York: Harcourt. Brace
& Co,, 1958); Mira Komarovsky, Women In The Modern World (Boston: Little
Brown, 1953); F. Ivan Nye and Lois W, Hoffman, The Employed Mother In
America (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co,, 1963); W. Lloyd Warner, et.al.,
"Women Executives In Federal Government", Public Personnel Review. Oct.,
1962, pp, 227-234; and "The Woman In America”, Daedalus. Spring, 1964,
3
Jeanne L, Noble, "The American Negro Woman", The American Negro
Reference Book. Edited by John P. Davis (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1966), pp. 522-547; Esther Peterson, "Working Women", Daedalus.
Spring, 1964, pp, 671-699; and Negro Women In The Population and In The
Labor Force, U. S. Dept, of Labor, Women's Bureau, p. 34.
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form the notable advances made by the Negro in civil rights, education,
and housing; however, most of them are equally forceful in cautioning
us against the tendency to assume that the economic gap between Negroes
and the white population is narrowing. For such an assumption fails
to take cognizance of the economic progress of the white population,
which has shown a widening effect in crucial areas of income and
unemployment.
The Negro has long been cramped by the attitudes of the white
community with its double standards and lack of objective scientific
appraisal. Within the industries employing large nvimbers of Negroes,
the positions they have been allowed to occupy have been restricted.
These positions were the least desirable, lowest paid and have the
smallest promotion potential in all of the business classifications.
Thus, the Negro female has had even more limitations and restrictions.
According to the 1960 Bureau of Census Report, Negro women as managers,
1
officials and proprietors showed little improvement from 1950 to 1960,
There is some evidence, however, to indicate that Negro females were
not qualified for positions as managers and officials. The lack of
such opportunity in the past has meant that Negro women, on the vdiole,
did not deem it worthwhile to prepare for nonexistent positions. Thus,
when positions became available there were few qualified applicants.
Only recently and in a limited manner have they had the chance to gain
education at the management level in order to place themselves in
commanding positions in the American business enterprise,
-
Jeanne L. Noble, op; cit.. p. 530.
CHAPTER II
FINDINGS
For clarity of presentation of findings, this chapter is
divided into four sections: (1) Personal and Social Background
Factors of Negro Businesswomen in Atlanta; (2) Characteristics of
Negro Female Entrepreneurs in Atlanta; (3) Characteristics of Negro
Females Occupying Managerial Positions in Atlanta and (4) Problems
and Conflicts in the Operation of Businesses by Negro Women in Atlanta.
All of these sections are interrelated and jointly they help to fuiniish
us with a profile of the contemporary Negro businesswoman in Atlanta,
Georgia. 'On a promisory note, it is hoped that the findings are not
atypical for Negro businesswomen in contemporary America - not merely
applicable and limited to Atlanta.
Personal and Social Background Factors
This section is designed basically to help answer the questions,
who are the respondents in this study? By what personal and social
characteristics may they be summarized? Other than acquainting the
reader with the respondents, this type of information has an even more
strategic importance in social research, that is, it could well tell
us something of the life styles and origins of this type group.
When the 26 respondents were asked their place of birth, 11,
or 42.3 per cent, said Atlanta, Georgia, while 10, or 38.5 per cent,
mentioned other localities in Georgia. Only 5 of the respondents
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were born outside of Georgia, These 5 businesswomen were born in
Arkansas, Tennessee, Texas, South Carolina, and Mississippi. This
finding tends to confirm one of our propositions, which suggested that
Negro businesswomen tend to be highly indigenous to the geographical
area of their businesses. Even if persons who were born in Atlanta
were excluded, the data show that the Negro businesswomen in our
sample have an average length of residence in Atlanta of 36 years,
with the longest residence being 60 years (the owner of a funeral
home), and the shortest length of residence, 12 years (the owner of
a beauty shop and school).
If many of the respondents were born in Atlanta and many, who
were not, have been in Atlanta for a considerable period of time, then
it could be surmised that Negro businesswomen are not the youngest
population in existence. This is true. The age distribution of our
population shows that of the 21 ladies who answered the question
about ages, only four were under 45 years of age. The median age was
53.0 years. In regard to the 5 ladies who refused to give their ages,
the interviewer believes that they are over 50 years of age, an estimate
arrived at through intuition, coupled with the fact that two of them
have been business since the 20's.
Considering the age of our population, the tendency for women
to live longer than men, and the tendency for men to marry women younger
than themselves, it is not surprising that nearly a fourth of our study
group is widowed. At present, half (13) of our respondents are married.
Only one of the respondents is single. This lady has been in business
for over 30 years. Five oif our respondents are either divorced or
separated, about 19 per cent.
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One of our propositions suggested that Negro businesswomen
tend to have a smaller number of children than would be ordinarily
expected. This was partly borne out by this investigation. Our
26 respondents have a total of 31 children, which is an average of
about 1.1 children per women. Far more illustrative is the fact that
9, 34.6 per cent of the respondents have never had a child. When
this ntraiber is eliminated from our calculation, the 17 respondents,
who have had children, have had an average of 1.8 children per
respondent. This figure, however, is below what one would expect
for this group and is somewhat lower than the 2.3 children per married
women in the United States. Most of these women have completed their
child bearing activities; therefore, if their fertility is lower than
that for the nation at present, then the situation would be more
pronounced if their fertility record were compared with cohorts of a
decade or more ago. A point which this study does not attempt to
answer is what is the affect of having a small number of children,
or no children, on the decision to embark upon business careers. Do
Negro businesswomen enter into business because they have a small
ntnnber of children or no children, or do they have a small number
of children, or no children, because they have entered business? Is
it a matter of psychology of physiology? Are risk takers and innovaters
less fecund? We will not attempt to answer these question in this limited
study, but they should be raised.
While 8 of the respondents have had one child and 6 have had
two children, there was one respondent who had five children.
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Educationally, all of the respondents have finished high
school. Six have had some college training, 23.1 per cent; 5, 19.2
per cent, have college degrees; 4, 15.4 per cent, have attended business
college. Six have received various forms of vocational training, 23.1
per cent. Only one of the respondents, however, has the Master of
Business Administration degree. This young lady is an office manager
in an accounting firm.
Most of the respondents, 73.1 per cent, had completed their
education before going into business. This does not mean that they,
or anyone else, could not use more education.
The educational attainment of their parents is not particularly
impressive in the modern sense of the word. Only two of the fathers
and two of the mothers of respondents have college degrees. In fact,
about 45 per cent of the mothers and fathers of our respondents have
educational attainments of grade school or less. Occupationally, how¬
ever, a much brighter picture emerges, particularly for the fathers
of our respondents. Overwhelmingly, they were reported as being
skilled and semi-skilled workers, 38.5 per cent; and businessmen and
other professionals, 34.6 per cent. The mothers of the respondents
were reported as housewives by the majority of the respondents, about
70.0 per cent.
If we consider the age of the respondents in our study and the
educational and occupational status of their fathers, some semblance
of occupational stability and status were part of the respondent’s
milieu. Many of the parents of our respondents were making a living
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as adults in the late 1800*s. In fact, if we control for time, it
would appear that many of the respondents received as much status
from their family of orientation as they have from their husbands.
The notable exceptions would involve the respondents whose husbands
are a university professor and president of a Savings and Loan
association; another who is the manager of a radio station; and still
another whose husband is an architect.
In terms of religious affiliation, 13 or 50.0 per cent, of
the respondents are baptist and 8 or 30.0 per cent, are methodist.
The incidence of other religious affiliations are insignificant as
to number of times cited. For this group, with its presumed status,
the expectation is that episcopalian, presbyterian, and congregationalist
faiths would have been more frequently claimed.
Politically, the majority of the respondents claimed no
particular party affiliation, 16 or 61.5 per cent. Eight of the
respondents, 30.8 per cent were democrats and 2, 7.7 per cent, were
republicans. Although our respondents preferred not to claim party
preferences, many of them are engaged in social and political activities
of a non-partisan nature. Since social affiliations and awards were
fovind to be so business connected for the Negro businesswoman in this
study, these latter mentioned activities will be discussed in our
next section on characteristics of entrepreneurs.
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Characteristics of Negro Female Entrepreneurs
This section deals with those enterprises which are owned by
Negro females. These business enterprises come within the definition
of small businesses; in fact, they fall within the lowest category of
small businesses. The small business typically has relatively lower
operating costs than the large business. Factors accounting for this
are comparatively lower wages, rents, administrative costs, comparatively
fewer employee services, and investment in plant and equipment. When
the first study was made of Negro business in 1898, it was found that
the average capital investment for the 1,906 businesses giving informa¬
tion amounted to only $4,600, In 1944, a study of Negro businesses
revealed that the average volume of business of the 3,866 Negro
businesses in twelve cities was only $3,260. While there has not
been a recent comprehensive study, it is expected that the average
capital Investment has increased considerably since 1944. Even in
1944, the study was not broken down to show the economic role of the
Negro female entrepreneur. It is hoped that the following data will
shed some light on this group of entrepreneurs in Atlanta.
Of the 26 respondents interviewed, 20 were owners of businesses.
Thus, it is with these 20 respondents, who own businesses, that this
section deals.
When these 20 respondents were asked the amount and source of
their original investment in business, three felt that monetary invest¬
ment was not applicable, as their businesses were inherited from husband
or family. Four indicated they did not know; one of these, because of
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the nature of her business, its genesis in her home and a slow gradxial
evolvement into present day status, felt her original investment was
nil. Three respondents simply indicated thousands. The original
investment of the other respondents ranged from $150 to $15,000.
The average investment of those ten respondents (who knew how much
they put into the business) was slightly in excess of $5,000. (See
TABLE 1)
TABLE 1
THE AMOUNT AND SOURCE OF INVESTMENT
OF NEGRO BUSINESSWOMEN IN ATLANTA
Amount Source Number
Under $1,000 Borrowed and Saved 5
$ 1,000 to $ 5,000 Borrowed 1
$ 5,000 to $10,000 Borrowed 1
$10,000 to $15,000 Borrowed 1
$15,000 and over Borrowed 2
Thousands Borrowed 3
Unknown Not specified 4
Not applicable Inherited 3
Total 20
Here, we are using investment to denote the amount of capital
and using capital as being synonymous with owner's equity. Using this
criteria and considering the fact that the majority of funds with which
they began their businesses were borrowed, the study shows that they
had little or no capital. Their major possession was perseverance
and drive. Their entrance into business could be called "operation
bootstrap". They were persevere enough to pave the way in order to
receive social and economic salvation.
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A well known case in point is that of Madame C. J, Walker,
who pulled herself up into the economic and social ranks. From an
huirible origin, she pulled herself up by the roots of Negro hair.
Married at 14, widowed at 19, with a small daughter to support, she
had had little opportunity for schooling. Though she had no capital,
she did have tremendous vitality and imagination. Negro women had
tried many ways of straightening their hair, but most of them were awk¬
ward and hazardous. But Madame Walker conceived the idea of applying
a softening pomade and flattening out each snuggly strand with a heated
iron comb. Before long, she set up a shop, trained other women to
assist her, and soon organized a school from which graduates received
diplomas permitting them to operate shops of their own, using the
"Walker System". The necessary metal tools and ointments were supplied
by Madame Walker. By 1917 her annual profit was more than $200,000.
In this manner, she became a millionnairej one of the first women in
the United States, white or black, to achieve this goal by her own
1
efforts in business.
While the income of none of the respondents was anywhere in
the vicinity of Madame Walker's, the social significance is similar.
The difference is one of degree and not kind.
The income as indicated by the respondents can be seen in
TABLE 2.
i ^
Ottley, op.cit.. pp. 241-242.
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Under $ 5,000 5
$ 5,000 to $10,000 4
$10,000 to $15,000 2
$15,000 to $20,000 3
$20,000 and above 2
No Response 2
Total 20
It must be noted here that the writer realizes that all of the
incomes as stated by respondents were not exactly correct. As one
respondent remarked, "well, for your information and in case this
gets into the hands of the income tax people, my income is
It is interesting to note, however, that whether or not the
respondents quoted their "true” profits, there was a tendency for
those who were active in social, civic, and political activities to
have a higher profit than those less active. This supports one of
the propositions of the study. Their memberships included the National
Negro Business League, the local, state, and national societies of their
profession (some were local as well as national officers); three were
members of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce; some were very active in
politics. As a matter of fact, one was formerly campaign manager of
the Westside office for Ivan Allen, Mayor, and she is currently a member
of the Fulton County Executive Committee, serving as Vice-Chairman of
the Democratic Party. One respondent is a member of the Board of
Directors for EOA, Atlanta. Some of their memberships extended to
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life memberships in the NAACP, the YWCA, Atlanta Council on Human
Relations, as well as sororities and numerous bridge clubs.
Thus, one can see that while their family background and education
did not afford some of them middle class status, this was achieved
through their business activity which afforded them membership in these
organizations.
According to E. Franklin Frazier, the National Negro Business League
was a middle class group, which he labelled Le Bourgeoise Noire. The
middle class group was composed of families of professional men, clergy¬
men, politicians, and prize-ring champions. It consisted of mostly
college trained individuals. However, when the Negro entrepreneur
achieved success, whether his education was grade school, high school,
vocational school or college, he became a member of the group, thus
1
permitting greater social and economic status. One might say that
this holds true for the Negro female entrepreneur in Atlanta today.
When asked how their membership in business, civic, social, and religious
societies affected their business, the reply from each respondent was
that it helped their business; it put their name before the public,
thus making the community aware of them and the t3^e of service they
rendered to the community. Most of them, through memberships in
organizations, had received awards and citations for outstanding service
in their particular areas we well as for their work in civic and social
affairs. The most prevalent award was ’’Bronze Woman Of the Year”. Five
of the respondents had received this honor,
i ■ —
Frazier, op, cit., pp. 42-52.
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While the educational range for the respondents was from high
school to the MBA degree, most of them enjoy the prestige and economic
status their business activity affords, though some received additional
prestige from family and status of husbands.
From these findings, this writer would disagree with Joseph A.
Pierce when he says that;
On the average, the enterprises operated by persons who took
business education in college have been established longer,
employ more persons, and have larger volxmes of business than
those operated by persons with no business education.
In this study, it was found that those respondents who had been established
longer, with the exception of one respondent, had no business education
and the number of persons employed were not in every case the largest.
Our study reveals that the women who had been in business longer, with
the highest profit and largest number of employees had no formal train¬
ing in business education.
The average number of employees for the 20 respondents was 7.1,
with a heavy concentration of respondents employing 3 to 5. Although
4 respondents had only one, 2 employed 20 or more, with one, employing
as many as 30 employees.
The small number of employees for the majority of the respondents
could be due in part to the volxime of business and also to the difficulty
of finding adequately prepared employees. Small businesses generally
are at a competitive disadvantage with big business in securing the most
efficient and productive employees. The typical small business pays
Joseph A. Pierce, Negro Business and Business Education (New York;
Harper 6e Bros., 1947) p, 203,
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relatively low wages, is less likely to provide steady employment,
gives no formal training, and may not offer such fringe benefits as
1
paid vacations and pension programs. Since integration, many of the
larger white businesses are employing more Negroes, That is, they are
hiring the better qualified and experienced and are able to give them
a higher salary than the small Negro business. Thus, leaving Negro
business inadequately staffed.
When asked how much of the income was reinvested into the
business, most of the respondents did not know or quoted an approximate
percentage, such as 25 per cent, 33 per cent, and 50 per cent. It is
interesting to note, however, that of the respondents who quoted a
percentage, none quoted a figure below one-fourth of their income.
The types of businesses in which the respondents are engaged
do not show much business diversity. They are beauty shops and schools,
a business school, restaurants, flower shops, funeral homes, real estate,
catering service, hospital, gift shop, and apartment owner. The majority
of these businesses are service establishments. These have grown to
serve the needs of Negroes, principally because of the refusal on the
part of white establishments to provide such services for Negroes,
Their services are geared to a segregated economy, and as contended in
one of the propositions of the study, are logical extensions of the
f emale role,
Roi Ottley quotes Marcus Garvey as saying that Negroes must
become independent of vdiite capital and white employers to gain salvation
i ^
Mauser and Schwartz, op. cit., p. 81
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and advocated a black economy within the white capitalistic world.
At this point, it is difficult to say completely whether in establishing
such services for Negroes they were heeding Garvey's injunction volimtarily
or, whether they were forced into them because of the segregated order.
The latter notion appears more reasonable in light of what we know about
race and economy in America.
TABLE 3
TYPES OF BUSINESSES OWNED BY NEGRO FEMALES IN ATLANTA














The locations of businesses within Negro areas of Atlanta tend
to support the local character of their operations and the audience to
which they address themselves, i.e., other Negroes.
Figure 1 shows the location of the respondents' businesses
in Atlanta
PMUM 1
LOCATIONS OF NEGFD BUSINESSES*
*Numbers are census tracts in which businesses are located.
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Because of the nature of their services, a majority of the
respondents had little customer relationships with the white community.
However, one respondent, because of the nature of her business, the
cost, and the volumes in which she dealt, served primarily the white
community as the majority of Negroes could not afford her services
and the population of those who could, was not enough to keep her
operating twelve months a year. She operates a catering service and
has been in business for more than thirty years.
When asked, "Which of the following factors influenced your
going into business (i.e., inherited from family, inherited from husband,
marketability of product, need for particular service, profits from
particular business, or other, specify?", the majority specified "other".
Four were influenced by family inheritance and one was influenced by
inheritance from husband. The "need for particular service" appeared
most frequent in the items to be checked, along with "other". Of the
"other" factors specified, the most frequently occurring responses were,
"I like the work" and "I learned this type of work when I was employed
by , it was the only thing I really knew how to do. So after
working for a number of years there, I decided I would like to go into
business for myself."
Underlying these responses was the desire to be independent or
to be one's "own boss" after skill and experience had been obtained
elsewhere. In the typical small business, the owner-manager is free
to make his own decisions and the opinions of other executives do not
have to be considered. Being one’s"own boss" provides for quicker
action and a more flexible operation.^
j
Mauser and Schwartz, op. cit.. p, 81.
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It might be said here that while owning one’s own business
might demand more drive, responsibility and harder work than what
is demanded in the employee status, it might also mean greater economic,
social and psychological rewards and satisfactions.
Characteristics of Negro Females Occupying Managerial Positions
As was stated in the introduction, in addition to Negro female
entrepreneurs, this study includes those Negro females who occupy
managerial positions in businesses. Of the 26 respondents interviewed,
6 occupied such positions.
As has been stated in various texts, the managerial role is
not a single invariant one, but a complex of different roles. The
very nature of the relation shifts as the circumstances change. At
times, the manager assxnnes the role of the leader of the group; at
times he is a member of a group of his peers; at times he is a teacher,
1
a disciplinarian, a helper, a consultant, or simply an observer. It
is the way in which he handles himself and the flexibility with \diich
he is endowed that determine his success in assuming the responsibility
as well as exerting the authority of his position.
In a survey of 500 top personnel executives from all industries
in all parts of the United States, it was revealed there are certain
special characteristics that a woman must have which differ from those
2
of a man in order to be a good supervisor. These personnel executives
were well aware of what makes a good supervisor but still they felt that
- .
Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1960), p. 28.
2
Edgar S, Ellman, Managing Women In Business (Waterford Connecticut;
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 113, “
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women need to have qualities over and above the requirements of men
in order to succeed. From the results of this study, one can see
that the male executive is obviously prejudiced against females who
attempt to assume positions as heads of businesses. Consequently, a
double standard is set up for the same position. When these situations
exist it becomes twice as hard for women to obtain managerial positions.
If this holds true for the white female, then the Negro female has
even more limitations. While the employment of the Negro female in
white collar positions has increased since 1950, only 3 per cent of
those employed occupy managerial and official positions. As of the
1960 Census Report, there was only a 1 per cent increase. This
indicates little improvement from 1950 to 1960,
The rationalization has been that Negro women had no manage¬
ment "know-how" and, therefore, could not maintain such positions even
if they were given the opportunity. In a city such as Atlanta, with
its representative number of Negro businesses, we will attempt to find
out to what extent the opportunity has been given to the Negro female
to exhibit management "know-how", and in businesses where they have
had the opportxinity, to what extent has this been utilized. While
the number in our sample is small, and the interpretation must be
done with caution, nevertheless, we will attempt to determine the
extent of their assumption of responsibility and the delegation of
authority they face in occupying managerial positions in business, as
well as how they rate their positions and how they are rewarded.
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The six respondents were managers and/or administrative
assistants of a branch bank; a branch of a savings and loan association;
a mortgage company; a real estate firm; an accounting firm, and a
beauty shop and school.
The respondents had occupied these positions for an accumulated
total of 54 years, ranging in time from 4 years to 16 years, with 2
having served 4 years and one 16 years, giving an average for each
respondent of 9 years. If the length of employment is used as an index
to measure their success in carrying out the managerial role, the
researcher would have to concede to ’’success". This assumes that if
these duties were not carried out, they would have been released from
the positions.
Their responsibilities in these positions ran the gamut from
purchasing supplies to hiring and firing of staff. Most of them covered
every phase of managerial responsibility, including, planning, organizing,
staffing, directing, and controlling. They had the authority to make
and enforce decisions concerning assigned duties as well as the responsi¬
bility to perform certain obligatory duties themselves. The women who
are entrepreneurs performed the same duties themselves. The difference
between the two groups of businesswomen is that the former owns the
business and performs such duties on her own volition in order to keep
the business operating, vdiile the latter has been delegated the responsi¬
bility by an executive or owner to perform these duties. If, in the
case of the former, the duties were not performed she could not very
well release herself without additional cost or going out of business;
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in the case of the latter, she could be released and replaced and the
duties of the position could be carried out by someone else.
Considering their authority and responsibility and the length
of time occupying the positions, the researcher would say that they
have successfully managed their careers.
When asked to rate their employment (1-good, 2-fair, or 3-poor)
in terms of the following items: public recognition, authority, salary,
working conditions, locality, fringe benefits, service to community,
relations with other businesses, job morale and occupational hazards,
most of them rated these items as "good”. Only two of the items were
rated consistently as "fair" and "poor". They were salaries and fringe
benefits. The researcher believes that this can be related, in some
measure, to the characteristics of most small businesses in America
where salaries are generally smaller and fringe benefits are limited.
In this study, this represents a double disfranchisement, i.e., a small
Negro business and being a Negro female manager.
The highest salary range for the respondents was between
$10,000 and $15,000 and the lowest was under $5,000, Four of the
respondents* salary range was from $5,000 to $10,000; one was from
$10,000 to $15,000 and one was under $5,000, When this is compared
with net profit of the females \Aio owned their businesses, a higher
percentage of women in managerial positions earned between $5,000
and $10,000 (66.7 per cent) than those who owned their businesses,
which was only 20 per cent. Few in either group fell within the range
of $10,000 to $15,000, It stands to reason, then, that the major
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differences in the salaries of the two groups is that one is a guaranteed
wage and the other is dependent upon the amount of profit brought about
from the business activity. The female in the managerial position is
hired for a specific salary and will be paid but the amount of money
the women gets who operates her own business is dependent upon the
success or failure of her business activity.
Consequently, the researcher agrees with Bernice Fitz-Gibbon,
top ranking woman careerist, when she says "Women in business have
done well, but they have not done well for themselves .. Why at this
point - midway in the twentieth century - are women still working for
peanuts?" ^ Does this not tell us something about the type of society
in which we live?
Other than these differences, the Negro who owns her business
and the manager who works for a business owned by someone else, there
were similarities for the two classes of women.
Problems and Conflicts
All aspects of life have some degree of problems, conflicts,
and adjustments. In short, there are no problem free areas of human
conduct. The organic element is life itself. There are, however,
some people vdio have more, or less, problems than others. It would
not take much imagination to contend that the very nature of business
activity, particularly service oriented businesses, as represented by
our respondents, would have a high potential for problems and conflicts.
1 “
Frances Maule, Executive Careers For Women (New York; Harper &
Bros., 1961), p. XV.
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Not only is the "customer always right"; but, Negroes in business,
particularly women, might have problems with authority over workers,
relations with Negro and xdiite men, home centered problems, in addition
to problematic relations with other Negro females in business. In
this section, some of these problem areas, as perceived by Negro
businesswomen in Atlanta were explored.
In addition to exploring and uncovering problem areas and
adjustments of Negro businesswomen, information of satisfaction with
their business careers was sought.
One area of potential conflict for any Negro in America is
that involving the white man. It is for this salient feature of Negro
life in America that the respondents were asked," What has been the
nature of your relationship with the white business community?"
Surprisingly, the responses were to the question were not particularly
conflict oriented responses. About seven of the respondents stated
that their relationships with the white business community was largely
one of "no contact". This was the case for two of the funeral directors
and all but one of our beauty shop operators. For businesses of this
nature, direct conflicts or relationships with the white world are put
at a minimvim. But what about the remaining respondents, many of whom
have had various t3q)es of contacts and experiences with the white
business commionity. Paradoxically, almost all of their relationships
with the \^ite business world were regarded favorably - almost reverently
and beneficently evaluated. As one respondent in real estate said.
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"I'm tops with the vAiite community". She stated further that "whites
have thrown a lot of business way".
Similarly, other respondents asserted favorable contacts with
the white business community. The two restaurant operators stated
that they have no servicing problems with the white community and that
many of their customers have been white. White customer relations
were very prominent features of a florist business, a gift shop, and
a catering service. In the latter case, her trade is almost entirely
white. She said her problem is one of "staying one step ahead of my
white catering competitors".
Two respondents were willing to specify problematic areas. One
real estate respondent suggested that whites become "antagonistic
toward her through rental competition". She further implied that this
would be the case for areas where the white business community has not
defined as a place for Negroes to buy or rent. Another real estate
respondent stated that her relations with whites has not always been
good. She recalled when she first started in real estate, "a white
home owner 'sicked' his dog on me". Eqtially realistic was this
respondent's appraisal of conflicts occasioned by Negroes trying to
buy homes in traditionally defined white areas.
The relations of this group with the white community and business
world in Atlanta was positively evaluated; sometimes by the absence of
contact; other times by the nature of the service performed; perhaps,
still other times, through all of the above, plus the additional element
of "respect", as cited by the operator of a business school.
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Although it might be highly conjectural at this point; but,
one could speculate that relations with the white business community
would have been less positively evaluated if these women had been
engaged in manufacturing or wholesale trade enterprises, instead of
merely ’’passing on” the products of such activity to the Negro
community in the form of services.
When asked about the nature of their relationship with the
Negro business world, i.e., men and women competitors, the respondents
indicated that their relationships had been very good, cordial, and,
in most instances, helpful. Taking into consideration the nature of
competition and the fact that at times, they shared hints, helpful
information, and customers, the competitive relationship was a healthy
and not deceitful one. In some instances the relationship was one of
interdependence. If one’s service could not accommodate a customer,
he would recommend another’s service. One respondent said, "if there
are occasions of deceitfulness or viciousness, it is undercover and
nothing you can put your hands on - not to mention anything that will
hold up in court”.
Because of the resentment of having a female as "boss” it was
felt that the respondents must experience some difficulty in exerting
the authority of their positions with employees. It was fotand that
their difficulties were very minute and amounted to only simply
disciplinary problems, such as being on time. The essence was that
they would indicate the rules and regulations of the business prior
to hiring the employee and if the employee refused to abide by them
or to accept the responsibility of the position, they were released.
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However, they mentioned there were times when they (the employer)
felt the employee might have been ’’testing” them to see how firm
a conviction they had about enployee regulations. Consequently, the
respondents indicated they became a little more adamant and ’’laid it
on the line” and told the employee what they would have to do in order
to remain in the employ of the particular business. If they intended
to remain, they conformed, if they did not want to remain, they were
released. This gives us some indication of the type of control which
the respondents had over the business and/or the position in which
they found themselves. This is the type of control that some members
of our society attribute only to males. This stems from the fact
that ours is a male oriented and dominated society and it has been
shown that most men feel the woman's place is in the home and not in
the operation of a business.
Some men say they feel this way because having the women out
of the home interferes with family life. Thus, the researcher thought
it wise to seek to what extent the business activity actually interfered
with the family life of the respondents. Most of them, having small
families, or no families, indicated the business activity did not
affect their family life because they budgeted their time, hired help
for work in the home, and hired help for the caring of the children.
Having hired someone to take care of these responsibilities in the home,
they were left free to devote most of their time to business activity.
However, there were a few times when they were not able to make social
events because of urgent business matters, but after having become so
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adjusted to the demands of the business activity and placing it first,
missing a social event really did not matter.
Two respondents who had younger children said they would like
to have more time to take their children out to different places like
the housewife does, but even this does not have to create a problem if
"you incorporate your business into your family life". Another respond¬
ent said, "it all depends on what comes first with you and how you
budget your time".
Feeling that while they had adjusted to the demands of a
business career and that everything else was secondary, there might
still be some areas of the activity that they were particularly
dissatisfied with, although not enough to relinquish the business or
position. The question was posed, "What major dissatisfaction have
you received from being a Negro woman in business?" Most of them had
no dissatisfactions. Of those who did, it was primarily not being
able to find adequate help. Which, of course, is not just a problem
of Negro businesswomen but of small business in general. This is more
likely to be due to poor salaries, limited fringe benefits, limited
or no vacation plans, as well as no permanent working schedules which
are all a characteristic of small business in America,
Other than not being able to find adequate help, the public
calling for advertisements was considered more of an annoyance than
a dissatisfaction. It seems as though the public feels that because
one is in business he should be willing to give clubs, churches, and
other organizations ads whenever they are requested, without an under¬
standing of a limited budget for advertising. Not wanting to offend
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the public, the businesswoman finds herself in the awkward position
of not being able to afford the ad and the anger of the group because
she did not place it. Thus, very often, she finds herself going
beyond her budget to please the public which she serves.
Seeing just how far some of the respondents have gone to
please the public, their dedication to the business, as well as their
convictions, the question was asked, ”lf you had the opportunity to
begin your career again, would you go into business?” A majority of
the respondents said, ”yes, I would”, giving such reasons as ”I like
the work”. It’s been a life long dream”, ’’There’s always money in
beauty business”, and ”I simply can’t see n^self doing anything else”.
Six respondents indicated they would not go into business. It
is interesting to note that these are some of the respondents who went
into, their particular business activity because of inheritance from
family or husband and who were primarily preparing themselves for other
careers when they had to take over the business. They took over the
business because of family tradition. At this point in their lives,
curiosity seems to have been aroused as to what it might have been
like had they been able to pursue their original careers. Neverthe¬
less, there was quite a bit of ego involvement in their present business
activity. This was revealed because of the type of questions and the
fact that they were allowed to express themselves in length and in depth.
The extent to which their egos were involved was further pursued
by asking the question, "Would you recommend a business career to other
Negro women vdio are launching careers?” Only two of the respondents
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said "No". One respondent’s negative reply was because of the
responsibility involved, the difficulty in establishing oneself
and "it takes too long to really make a profit". The other negative
response was because the respondent said she did not know present
day trends because she had not kept abreast with the latest trends
in business. But she said from what she could surmise " a young
woman would be better off in other careers".
Of the respondents who said "Yes", many of them advised such
things as "work hard","decide where you want to go and keep on until
you make it"; "the money is out there, just develop ingenuity and go
get it"; learn how to meet and deal with people even if it means being
overly patient"; "there's good money and greater opportunity today,
just work hard", and as one respondent related x^en she was "Secretary
of the Year", her advice was then and remains today, "Look like a
girl, think like a man, and work like hell".
In order to pinpoint the single most satisfying experiences
from their btosiness activity, the question was asked, "What is the
single most satisfaction you have received from being a Negro woman
in business?" Underlying all of the responses were the respondents'
like for pleasing and dealing with people. Those in the beauty business
indicated the customer satisfaction over the physical change they were
able to produce through their service. Those in the funeral business
said it was the satisfaction of consoling and advising families during
a period of bereavement and helping them over a crucial period in their
lives. In the restaurant business, it was being able to prepare dishes
that satisfied the palate of customers and to hear them say, however
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exaggerated it may be, "you serve the best food in town". Those
in the real estate business indicated their satisfaction was seeing
the facial expression of a client when he found "just the right living
quarters at just the right price". The like for people, coupled with
the desire to please and willingness to serve was the greatest
satisfaction of all of the respondents.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY
The role of the Negro woman has been a timely topic since
slavery. In more recent times, educators and scholars have noted
the role they have played in family life and economic organization;
in politics and civil rights; in education and in society. While
not separate from these concerns, this study has focussed attention
on a more limited aspect of the social context of Negro women, that
is, Negro businesswcanen in Atlanta, Georgia,
While the study was not national in scope and the number of
respondents interviewed was small, 26, the writer believes that some
light has been shed on personal, social, and economic characteristics
of Negro businesswomen, which, in many respects, are generalizable
beyond the confines of Atlanta, In this manner, perhaps the study
provides a prototype for a more definitive study of this nature in
America.
Of theoretical and practical significance in the study of
occupations are questions which attempt to discover personal and
social origins. Who are Negro businesswomen? Where were they born?
How indigenous are they to the area where they operate their businesses?
What are their family origins? What educational origins typify them?
What marital and fertility patterns characterize Negro businesswomen?
What religious, political, and social affiliations are prominent? Along
these lines, our study group can be svunmarized as follows:
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1. Only five of the 26 respondents were bom outside of
Georgia. These five were bom in Arkansas, Tennessee,
Texas, South Carolina, and Mississippi, Of the remaining
21, ten were bom in Atlanta. The indigenous character
of Negro businesswomen was further indicated by the
mean length of residence in Atlanta for respondents
not born in Atlanta, i.e., 36 years, and by their
mean age, which was 53.0 years,
2. The marital status for the respondents showed that
half of them, 13, were married; five were divorced
or separated, and one was single. The remaining
seven are widows.
3. The study group reported a total of 31 children, which
is a low average number of children per woman, 1.1;
however, nine of the respondents have had a child. No
children, or, small number of children, could be related
to the decision to enter the business world.
4. Educationally, all of the respondents completed high
school, with six having had some college training and
five with college degrees. Four of the respondents
have attended business college, but only one held the
Master of Business Administration.
5. The educational attainment and occupational status of the
study group’s parents was noteworthy. About 55 per cent
of their parents had above grade school educational attain
ment, with four parents holders of college degrees.
Occupationally, most of the fathers of the respondents,
about 73 per cent, were classified as skilled, semiskilled
and businessmen and other professionals. The fact that
about 70.0 per cent of their mothers were housewives
suggest some senblance of middle class status for the
family of orientation of our study group,
6. Religiously, most of the respondents were of Baptist and
Methodist denominations, \diile politically most of the
respondents claimed no party affiliation. For respondents
who claimed party affiliations. Democrats outnumbered
Republicans in ratio of 4:1.
7. Civic, business, and social activities and memberships
were highly correlated with success in business. In
addition to memberships in social clubs and organizations,
many of the respondents held high board and executive
committee appointments.
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Perhaps more important than the above background information
on Negro businesswomen in Atlanta was data gathered on business
characteristics. Twenty of the respondents owned their businesses,
while six occupied managerial positions within businesses owned by
someone else. For the owners of businesses, seven did not give
information on the amount and source of their original investment
in business; three because their businesses had been inherited and
four because they did not know. Of the remaining entrepreneurs,
original investments ranged from $150 to $15,000, with an average
investment of about $5,000, which came from borrowed and saved
sources.
Net yearly profits for the entrepreneurial respondents ranged
from no profits (two respondents) to $20,000 and above. From their
verbal reports, which are difficult to validate, it appeared that not
more than 25 per cent of the Negro owners of businesses made in excess
of $15,000, while half of the respondents had net profits under $10,000.
For the six respondents \dio worked in managerial capacities, four were
between $5,000 and $10,000, with only one with a yearly salary in excess
of $10,000. The 20 female owners of businesses employ an average of
7.1 employees, with a modal category of three to five; however, two
of the entrepreneurs employed 20 or more, with one employing 30. They
employ a total of about 160 employees, of which over 90 per cent are
full-time employees.
The types of businesses owned by the 20 respondents showed
them to be classifiable as service concerns. Beauty schools and shops.
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funeral homes, and real estate were the most frequently cited establish¬
ments, thotjgh one of the respondents was part owner of an insurance
company and another operated a business school. The location of the
businesses were in predominantly Negro areas of the city of. Atlanta.
The location of the businesses did not always mean that customers would
be all Negro, however.
In order to determine problems and conflicts in the operation
of businesses by Negro females several attitudinal questions pertaining
to their relationships with white, Negro men and other Negro females
were asked. Most of the respondents evaluated these relationships
positively and as being beneficial. Where conflicts did occur, it
seemed as if the respondents regarded them as part and parcel of
business expectations. The dissatisfactions of the respondents in
regard to their businesses, when mentioned, centered around the problems
of most small businesses, e.g., low salaries, limited fringe benefits,
vacations, adequate help, and a failure of organizations to realize
that small businesses do not have unlimited money for advertisements
and sponsorships of "cavises".
Most of the respondents stated that they would recommend business
careers to Negro women and that they would enter into business again
if they had it to do again. Those who would not enter business again
were more likely to have been women who were preparing for other
careers or vdio had inherited their businesses.
Surprisingly, the single most satisfying experience Negro
businesswomen in Atlanta receive from being in business is not a
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monetary one; but a psychological one, e.g., ”I like people",
"desire to please", and "willingness to serve".
In any study, there are bound to be shortcomings. In addition
to the inability to extend the study geographically and occupationally,
i.e., to include other cities and non-profit managerial occupations,
the writer would have desired more conplete information on economic
matters and the accounts of how Negro women manage businesses on a
day to day basis. Just how do they relate to the public? To their
employees? To their families? Participant observation over an extended
period of time would be one possible approach to these problems.
Although the writer interviewed the respondents in their places of
businesses, she still had to depend almost exclusively on what the
respondents said. In many instances, what one says is colored as
much by what one would like to be the case as what the sitviation
actually is. Perhaps other studies might be able to say ho What
extent this exploratory study has adequately described the salient
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF NEGRO BUSINESSWOMEN
LIST OF NEGRO BUSINESSWOMEN
Mrs. J. B. Blayton, Sr., Director*
Blayton Business College
3462 Del Mar Lane, N. W.
Mrs. Addie Cox Barksdale, Owner*
Cox Bros. Funeral Home
380 Auburn Avenue, N,E.
Mrs. Geneva Haugabrooks. Owner*
Haugabrooks Funeral Home
362 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
Mrs. Marie Dickerson
Marie's Flower Shop
894 Hunter Street, S. W.
Mrs. Thelma J. Elliott*
Real Estate
1290 Fair Street, S. W.
Mrs. Mary Jordan*
Jordan's Catering Service
698 East Avenue, N. E.
Mrs. Ella Ramsey Martin*
Poro School of Beauty Culture
250 Auburn Avenue, N. E,
Mrs. Alice C. Davies *
Apex Beauty College
330 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
Mrs. Billie Harden
Harden's Service Station
1270 Hunter Street, S. W.
Mrs, Lottie Watkins *
Lottie Watkins Enterprises
808 Hunter Street, S. W.
Mrs. Lucy Williams*
Equity Insurance Agency
236 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
Mrs. Myrtle M. Martin*
Saran's House of Beauty
5 Chestnut Street, N. W.
Mrs. C. E. Rogers*
Rogers Florist
1360 Simpson Road, N. W.
Mrs. Eula Bell
University Flower Shop
138 Chestnut Street, S. W.
Mrs, Rosa B. Berrien*
Berrien's Card & Gift Shop
2047 Gordon Road, S. W.
Mrs. Faye Burruss
Faye's Plaza Salon Mei Rong Yun
2049 Gordon Road, S, W.
Mrs. Helen Williams*
Williams Tavern
899 Hunter Street, N. W.
Mrs. Pauline Smith*
Smith's Restaurant
2037 Gordon Road, S. W.
Mrs. Ocie R. Jones*
Mimosa School of Beauty
434 Simpson Road, N. W.
Mrs. Hurd
Westside Health & Beauty Center
2611 Gordon Road, S. W,
Mrs. Willie M. Butts
Butts Kiddie Komer Nursery
574 Fairburn Road, S. W.
Mrs. B. F. Gofer
Cofer Insurance Agency
239 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
*Those businesswomen ^o were interviewed
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Mrs. Annie Pearl Harris
Hair Coloring and Styling
861 Hunter Street, N. W,
Mrs, D. Duncan
Economy Moving and Delivery Service
306 Ashby Street, N. W.
Miss Valjeanne H, Taylor
School of Dancing
383 Forrest Avenue, N. E,
Mary’s Coiffers
644-A Ashby Street, N. W.
Mrs, Sophia Lovelace*
Consolidated Mortgage
195 Axiburn Avenue, N. E,
Bea’s Barbecue Inn
196 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
Mrs. Mattie Dimery
Dimery School of Business
250 Auburn Avenue, Northeast
Mrs. Mae Yates
Carrie-Steele-Pitts Home
667 Fairburn Road, N. W.
Mrs, Mable Hawk
Hawk’s Dinette
306 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
Miss Lucy Aikens*
Waluhaje Apartments
239 Westlake Avenue, N, W.
Mrs, Mary Jo Balenger
Jo’s Country Kitchen
901 Bankhead Avenue, N, E.
Miss Florence Harris*
Harris Memorial Hospital
975 Hunter, N, W.
Mrs, Copelan
Superior Cleaners
731 Simpson St., N. W.
Mrs. Nettie Bennett*
Citizens Trust Company
965 Hunter Street, N. W,
Mrs. Otha Johnson
Wallace Dry Cleaners
827 Simpson St,, N. W.
Mrs, Johnnie Mae Lowe
Atlanta Life Insurance Company
148 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
Mitzi Bobbette Beauty Shop
1090 Simpson Road, N.W,
Mrs. Evelyn Frazier
Frazier’s Cafe Society
880 Hunter Street, S. W.
Ruby Blackburn
Blackburn’s Beauty Shop
1102 Simpson Road, N, W,
Mrs. Nina King Miller*
Cornelius King Real Estate
200 Auburn Avenue, N, E,
Mrs, Mary Williams*
Bronner’s Beauty Shop
11-13 Ashby Street, N. W,
Mrs. Clarie Ivey Wilson*
Ivey Brothers Funeral Home
492 Larkin Street, S.W,
Mrs. Marian C. Bates
Bates Modernistic Beauty Salon
291 Ashby Street, N. W,
Mrs. Freddie Henderson
Henderson Travel Service
931 Hunter Street, N, W.
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Mrs. W. B. McNeil Saddler*
Jesse B. Blayton Accounting Office
3462 Del Mar Lane, N. W.
Mrs. Bernice Brown*
Muttial Federal Savings and Loan Association
2563 Gordon Road, S. W,
Mrs, J, W. Pierson*
Alexander and Company
208 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
Mrs. Dorothy E. Alexander
Interior & Design Company
2472 Gordon Road, S. W,
Mrs, Lucy Jackson
Busy Bee Cafe
810 Hunter Street, S, W.
Mrs, Mildred Howard*
Beauty Shop
749 Hunter Street, N. W.
APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW GUIDE
NEGRO BUSINESSWOMEN IN ATIANTA, GEORGIA
INTERVIEW GUIDE
I want to ask you a few qviestions about yourself and your role as a
Negro businesswomen in Atlanta. I am gathering this information in order
to complete requirements for the Master’s degree in Business Administra¬
tion at Atlanta University; therefore, rest assured that my purposes
are totally educational. Your responses will not be given to anyone.
Jean L. ConyersI.PERSONAL DATA SECTION
Name Residence
Date of Interview Length of Interview
1. Age at last birthday
2. Were you born in Atlanta? Yes No
3. If no, where were you born? ,
4. If no, how long have you been living in Atlanta?
5. What is your current marital status?
Married Single Divorced Separated Widowed
6. What was your last grade or degree completed?
7. Was last grade or degree completed before going into business?
Yes No
8. Do you have any children? Yes No
9. If yes, how many?
II. PERSONAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND FACTORS
10. Is your father living? Yes No
11. Is your mother living? Yes No
12, What were the principal occupations of your parents? (If dead or





13. Education of Parents;
a. Father's last grade or degree completed
b. Mother's last grade or degree completed
14. How many brothers and sister do you have?
15. What birth position do you occupy? (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.)
16. What are their principal occupations?
17. What is your husband's occupation?
III. SOCIAL AFFILIATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
18. Do you have a religious affiliation? Yes _____ No
19. If yes, what is it?
20. How often do you attend church?
21. Do you belong to a political party? Yes No
22. If yes, to which party do you belong?
23. Would you des<£ribe the nature of your participation in political
parties?24.In what social clubs and sororities do you hold membership?25.In what business or professional societies do you hold membership?
26 , How has your membership in business, civic, social, and religious
societies affected your business?27.What awards, citations, or appointments have you received as a
businesswoman or citizen?
IV. CHA.RACTERISTICS OF BUSINESS
28. In what type of business activity are you engaged?
29. When did you enter the business? ;;
30. Where is it located?
31. How old is the business?
32. How many persons do you employ in your business?




Need for particular service
Profits from particular business
Other (please specify)
34. How much was your original investment in the business?
35. What was the sotirce of your investment? (Personal savings, loans, etc.)





37. What was your profit last year?
Under $5,000 ^$10,000 to $15,000
^$5,000 to $10,000 ^$15,000 to $20,000
$20,000 and over
38. How much of your profits go back into the business?
V. CHARACTERISTICS OF POSITION
39. What is your present position?
40. How long have you held this position?
41. What is the nature of your responsibility or authority in this
position?









Relations with other businesses
Job morale
Occupational hazards
43. What was your salary last year?
Under $5,000




VI. PROBLEMS, CONFLICTS, AND OPINIONS ABOUT BUSINESS ACTIVITY
44. What has been the nature of your relationship with the white business
community?
545.What has been the nature of your relationship with Negro men in
business?46.What has been the nature of your relationship with other Negro
females in business?47.What types of problems do you encotinter when exerting the authority
of your position?48.To what extent has your business activity interfered with your
family life?49.If you had the opportunity to begin your career again, would you
go into business?50.Would you recommend a business career to other Negro women who are
lavoiching careers?51.What is the single most satisfaction you have received from being
a Negro woman in business?
6





TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
The bearer is Mrs, Jean Conyers, a graduate student
at the Atlanta University School of Business Administration.
She is making a study of Negro Women in Business in Atlanta.
The University and I would appreciate it if you would give us
such information as she requests for her study. Her report
will not show names of persons whom she interviewed nor what
such persons said. The findings will be strictly confidential,
but if you wish a copy, we shall be glad to furnish one.
Respectfully yours,
Jesse B. Blayton, Sr.
Carnegie Professor
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